MEDIA RELEASE

WORK COMPLETED ON NANGUDGA LAKE BRIDGE

15th December 2011

Andrew Constance the Member for Bega says the replacement of the bridge over Nangudga Lake on the Princes Highway south of Narooma is now completed.

"Work started in March this year to replace the bridge and I am very pleased to see it opening to traffic today,"

The new bridge is about 21 metres long, 12.2 metres wide, with one 3.5 metre lane and a two metre wide shoulder for cyclists in each direction. Mr Constance said.

"The completion of the bridge is great news for the Narooma community as the bridge will now withstand a one in 100 year flood event and have considerably less maintenance costs.

"Heavy vehicles will also reap the benefits as the new wider bridge has removed a pinch point from the network.

A 100km/h speed limit applies to traffic using the new bridge.

The $3.7 million project was funded by the NSW Government.

Roads and Maritime Service would like to thank the community for their ongoing support and patience throughout the work.